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CHAPTER ONE

Vrelude to India

THE CORNER-STONE OF BRITISH POLICY WAS TO SAFEGUARD
India, "the noblest trophy of the Briiish genius and most splen
did appanage of the Imperial crown"^ so that no one can
understand the foreign policy of Great Britain during that
period without keeping India constantly in view. In 1893,
Durand line demarcated the Indo-Afghan border from Chitral
to Baluchistan and, two years later, the Pamir boundary commi
ssion between Britain and Russia ceded a narrow strip of moun
tainous land. 15 to 30 kilometres wide, to Afghanistan to pre
vent the British and Czarist empires from touching each other.
Britain also developed a kind of monroe doctrine to maintain
her predominant influence in countries adjacent to India " and
though trade with Tibet did not promise to be lucrative, it help
ed them establish their firm political influence on Lhasa.

When India became independent in 1947, she assumed the
pisting treaty rights of the former British government includ
ing its special privileges in Tibet. The British mission in Lhasa
became an Indian mission and British trade marts and lines of
communication became Indian lines of communication. British
representative in Lhasa, Mr. Hugh Richardson, was allowed to
continue at his post until 1950 when the Indian government
found a suitable incumbent for it. Indian posts in Tibet appear
ed to be of no great value to the Government of India thea
because, while Kuomintang China engaged in a fatal civil war
was hardly a power to challenge India, the USSR had ceased to
o '̂e a military threat that Czarist Russia once had been. It was
duly noted by British diplomats in 1920, that the Bolsheviks
were more an ideological threat, inasmuch as they issued flam,
ing appeals and prophecies^ from time to time and smuggled
some help to native revolutionary movements, but thirty years
of Soviet power had demonstrated convincingly that it had no
intention to intervene openly in any of the colonies. Interna*

L

2.

3.

Lord Curzon.

Sir Alfred Lyall.
Suchas, "the rule of the plunderers is totteriDg'—appeal by the Council
of Peoples Commissars on 7 Dac 1917.
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tional communist policy iQitially was not favourable to the
'bourgeois' regimes emerging in Asia after the second world
war but the British and Indian leaders and ensured, by a peace
ful transfer, that there would be no power vacuum in India to.
permit the chances of red sailing.^
INITIAL DIFFICULTIES

THE EMERGENCE OF COMMUNIST CHINA IN 1949-50 ABRUPTLY
changed this picture and made the Tibet region once more im
portant for the Indian government. Prime Minister Nehru was
realistic enoug'h to see that communist China was an accompli
shed fact and that capitalist India would have to come to terms
with it'rather than take a negativist attitude which a far-off
and powerful country like the USA cold afford. So the Indian
government was one of the first to accord a dejure recognition
to the People's Government of China on 30 December 1949,
soon after the KMT was driven off the Chinese mainland early
that month. It sent an ambassador to Peking in May 1950.

To begin with, the Government ofIndia was not even clear
regarding the validity and strength ofits'special rights in Tibet,"
or of the possibility of asserting them. Possibly, it could not
refute Chinese suzerainty, nor accept or interpret it, without
reference to British imperial inheritance which it should nave
been loath to assert in view of its recent anti-British past. In
addition it might have seemed futile to assess the jundico-legal
value ofTibet-British conventions when a triumphant Red revo
lution was sweeping away all unequal treaties as the Soviets had
done in 1917. K M. Pannikar tells us that when he went to

Where this did not happen, for example, in Malaya or the French
colonies^ commuDism raised its head.
Mr Nehru told Parliament on 17 Mar 50, "Very pat revolmionarychanges have taken place in that country (China). Sorne Peopl? may
aoorove of them, others may not. It is not a question of approving or
dfsaoDroving ; it is a qucsiion of recognising a major event in history, of
SciSg i and dealing with it. When it was quite clear, about, three
ShfacS, that the new Chinese government, now in possession oforactically the entire mainland of China, was a stable government ai^
thlre was no force which was likely to supplant it, we offered recognmon
to this new government and suggested that we might exchange diplomatic
missions". II, PP-147-8.

3 We donot know whether the Government of India consulted th^
< British government on that occasion, and if not, but K

denied having consulted them when questioned aboiit it m1959, butthat thev had accepted "the position as It was in British days, both
fh^XntSe and disadvantage of if and therefore "ccnstituUonally
faking we could not say anything because of the position we had
accepted and the world had accepted . {LS, 4Sep 59).

1.

2.
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Peking in 1950, before he left, the Indian Prime Minister agreed
with him that the Britssh policy of claiming spcial interests in
Tibet could not be maintained by India.^ Therefore, while
India could not but long for the continuation of this Himalayan
buffer, Government knew that the preservation of old extra
territorial rights was no longer possible. Nehru was undoub
tedly convinced of it at that time, for both ideological and prac
tical reasons, as was evident from hi^numerous speeches.

The years between 1947 and 1950 had been extremely diffi
cult ones for India. The new Indian government, since its
birth, was faced with at'least three internal problems which
absorbed its entire attention and must be noted before we pro-
ced with Indian reaction to Tibetan events. They were : the
riots and refugees, integration of the Indian states, and the
framing and application of a new constitution for the country.

The riots were suppressed during the first year of its existence
but the rehabilitation of refugees remained a priority job in the
main till July 1952. The refugees were not only an immense
economic problem; they were also a tremendous psychological
problem. Naturally motivated by communal passions, wJiose
victims they were, they gave a new lease of life to the dying
communal and revivalist forces in India. ^ Uprooted from their
hearths and homes, they became the most unstable element in
the parliamentary democracy which was to emerge after the
republican constitution was adopted in 1950. Extensive prepara
tions were undertaken soon after for the 'first general elections'
in the 'world's most populous democracy'®, where universal

1. K. M. Pannikar, In Two Chinas: Memoirs of a Diplomat, London, 1955,
p. 102.

2. The refugees were (he chief support of the communal parties after the
Partition. The Bharatiya Jana Sangb was organised shortly before the
first general elections as the political wing of the most militant communal
organisation, the Rashtriya Swayam Sewak Sangh (RSS). A Ram
Rajya Parisliecl was organised by the Hindu priests though it was short
lived. The Himin Maltasabha, an older but relatively weak organisation
of the Hindus, and the Akalis, the militant section among the Sikhs, still
exist.

3. The preparations for the generalelections started as soon as the Consti
tution was adopted and engaged the attention of the Government for full
two years. An idea of the magnitude of the task can be had from the
following statistics; electorate, 176,690,000; polling booths, 224,000;
staff required to conduct them : presiding officers, 56,000 ; clerks,
280,000; policemen, 224,000; and that when the elections every
where were not conducted on the same day so that some staff could be
diverted from one place to another ; cost, approximately Rs. 100 rnilhon.
Major tasks for the first elections were : preparation of electrical rolls,
delimitation of constituencies, fixing of emblems and booths, preparation
of ballot boxes, etc.
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Tibet a^inst a powerful China, On the other hand, something
could be saved by a cautious diplomacy. So, when the
Chmese forces prepared to move into Tibet, India took the
matter with Peking discreetly. On 5 August 1950, Gen. Sen
Po-chen announced the intention of Chinese forces to enter
Tibet, and on 26 August, the Indian ambassadar informally
suggested to .the Chinese Government the desirability of
setth'ng the Tibetan question peacefully. He got an assurance
that, while China regarded Tibet as its integral part, she had
no intention to force the issue and every willingness to
negotiate a settlement with the Tibetan spokesmen/

Either the Chinese ambassador arriving in New Delhi jn
the following month informed his government about some
impossible demands of the Tibetan mission then in India, or
the Chinese were determined to iiave it their own way, they
moved their troops toward Tibet. It was only after being
informed of the entry of Chinese troops into Tibet, and
probably also the fall of Chamdo, that the Government of
India took its next step, which was a Note delivered to Peking
on 21 October. It is interesting that this Note expressed
solicitude, not for Tibet but for China, stating that the Indian
government's interest was solely in a peaceful settlement of the
issue. It said, *'A military action at the present time against
Tibet will give those countries which are unfriendly to China
a handle for anti-Chinese propaganda...; on the eve of a decision
by the (U.N.) Assembly....to those who are opposed to the
admission of the People's Government to the United Nations...;
the time factor is extremely important...; an incautious move
at the present time even in a matter which is within its own
sphere may prejudice the position of China in the eyes of the
world."'

The Chinese must have chuckled at this apparently unsure,
insincere and tactful approach. They did not care to reply
and, on 24 October, Hsinhua announced a general mobilisation

1. We do not know whether this cr/V/ie or its reply was published. ,
It has been referred to by the Chinese in their Note of 16 Nov and also ''
by Chinese commentators, e.g., in Concerning the Question of Tibet,
p. 197.

2. Emphasis added. This and the following Notes were released by the
Hsinhua in November. Prior to that, the Government of India released
three of them. For text see. Current Background, U.S. Dept. of State,
American Consulate-General, Hongkong, No 3J, 27 Nov. 50; repro
duced in MargaretW. Fisher & Joan V. Bondurant, Indian Views on
Sino-Indian Relations, India Press Digests Monograph Series No. 1,
Institute of International Studies, University of California, Feb 1956.
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directive. Thereupon, the Government of India took a slightly
stern attitude in its next Note of 26 October. It regretted that
units of the People's Liberation Army were ordered to advance
on an i/ivr7j/o» of Tibet without any intimation of the same to
India and complained that it was not in accordance wjth the
assurance given by the Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister to the
Indian ambassdor, who, "while reiterating the lesolve of the
Chinese Government to 'liberate' Tibet, had expressed a
continued desire to do so by peaceful means. The Note
pointed out that the Tibetan delegation had left for Peking
and that it was delayed, among other things, due to a 'Hack of
knowledge on the part of the Tibetan a£legation ofdealing
other countries.^* The Government or India expressed their
deep regret that, in spite of friendly and disinterested advice
repeatedly tendered by them, the Chinese government should
have decided to seek a solution of the problem of their relations
with Tibet by force.*'

The Chinese knew that the Indian advice was not disin
terested and they considered it uncalled for. A lack of
knowledge on the part of Tibetans in dealing with the Chinese
was indeed ludicrous, and calling China as an 'other coutry ,
or the Chinese entry into Tibet an 'invasion', was a challenge
to the Chinese claim over Tibet. So they considered consul
tations with India, no less than India's advocacy of their cause,
as an attempt on India's part to interfere in what they ^called
their irternal problem. In a reply to the above two Notes on
30 October, they aflirmed categorically that "Tibet is an
integral partof the Chinese territory", its problem "entirely a
domestic problem of in which no foreign interfence will
be tolerated", and the PLA must enter Tibet to "liberate the
Tibetan people and defend the frontiers of Chma . They
accused the Tibetan delegation of delaying its departure
*'under outside instigation^^^ rebuffed India for relating ibis
issue with that of China's admission to the U.N., and alleged
that India had been affected by foreign influences to call the
Chinese action deplorable.

The Government of India, used to the delicacies of the
English language at the hand of British diplamats, and not
gauging the extent ofChinese vehemence with regards to Tibet

-question, was staggered at this reply to their polite bread-and-
butter Notes. It was "amazed" at the insinuation of foreigninfluence and emphatically repudiated it, both with regards to
its own action as well as to that of the Tibetan delegation.
In its reply the following day, it restated its general policy
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the drift to war", in which "they ([ndian Government)
h f TJ" '̂sunderstood and criticised", but to whichthey had adhered regardless of the displeasure of great

nations. _It announued that India had no political or tefrito-
7osUron%TherlIt^ """"" Privileged

more than pious declara-tiODS ofJofiy principles, and so id this Note, for the first time,
India made explicit the following points :

Chinese government were themselves willing to recognise and foster^
adjustment and ' reconcil/at/on" of the ''legitimate Tibetan

claim to autonomy within the framework ofChinese suzerainty"
should, therefore, be obtained ' by peaceful means".

2 India's concern was not an "unwarranted interference"
m Chma s internal affairs, but a well-meant advice by a friendly
government which had a natural interest in the solution of the
problems concerning its neighbours.

3. Indian government admitted having "advised" (he
Tibetan government, but since there was "no justification
whatsoever" for military operations and an attempt to impose
a decision by force*', it was ''no longer in a position to advise
the Tibetan delegation to proceed to Peking unless ihe Chinese
government think it fit to order their troops to halt their
advance into Tibet''*.

4. "At the same time", the Indian Note said, ''certain
rights have grown out of usage and agreements which are
natural among neighbours with close cultural and commer
cial relations. These relations have found expression
in the presence of an agent of the Indian government
ID Lhasa, existence of trade agencies at Gyantse and Yatung,
and maintenance of post and telegraph at the trade route"
and "a small military escort" for the protection of this trade
route ''sanctioned for over 40 years". The Indian govern
ment were ^'anxious that these establishments^ which ore to the
mutual interest of India and Tibet^ and do not detract in any
way from Chinese suzerainty over Tibet^ should continue*'.

5. Favouring peaceful settlement ofdisputes,
it stated that recent developments in Tibet had affected "our
friendly relations".

This was the first and last strong Note sent by India on the
question, but it was an example of utter confusion and uncer-

5.)
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tainty. It accepted Tibet as Chinese, denied that India had any
political ambitions in Tibet, but talked of rights which 'donot
detract in any way from Chinese suzerainty*. Exlra-territorial
rights, communications and military escort—how could they be
deemed by any country as not abridging its authority ? By ad
mitting its advisory role with the Tibetan delegation, the Gove
rnment of India laid itself open to the charge of collusion, and
it was quite apparent from this first bout that the word 'auto*
nomy' must mean differently to the two countries, just as they
used two different words 'suzerainty' atid 'sovereignty* when
referring to Chinese authority over Tibet.

The Chinese in their reply of 16 November were quick to
welcome the "renewed declaration of the Indian government
that it has no political or territorial ambitions in China's Tibet",
and quietly ignored ihe 'certain rights' referred to by India,
expressing the hope that "the problems relating to Sino-Indian
diplomatic, commercial and cultural relations with respect to
Tibet may be solved properly through normal diplomatic chan
nels." They nailed the point by regretting that the Indian govern
ment was making a demestic problem "an international dispute
calculated to increase world tension", again alleged foreign
influences and forces in Tibet, claimed that they had kept the
Indian government informed, and gave their interpretation o'f
the word autonomy as '̂ according to the provisions of the
Common Programme adoptedby the Central People*s Political
Consultative Conference*\ granted to the national minorities
*'within the confines of Chinese sovereignty.'*'' This, they said,
was conceded by the Indian government in its aide memoire to
the Chinese government dated 26 August, but "when the Chinese
government actually exercised its sovereign rights*, they accused,
the ''Indian government attempted to influence and obstruct"
this operation.

It was abundantly clear that the two governments had basic
differences on the question and they spoke different languages
with different intents, but in the foreign policy debate in the
Indian parliament on 6-7 December 1950, Mr. Nehru gave no
hint o'̂ this difference of approach. He merely informed the
House that he had insisted on Tibetan autonomy within Chinese
suzerainty. He called suzerainty a historical fact but added
that it was suzerainty and not sovereignty. "It is not quite
clear from whom they were going to liberate it (Tibet)", he said
sarcastically. ' They say there might be foreign intrigues in
Tibet; I cannot say much about it because I do not know. In
deed one can hardly talk about war between Tibet and China.

NMiCVAL iNSfllUTt Of Trnt-TOIOGV
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Tibet is not in a position to carry out war and, obviously, Tibet is
no threat to China...the action of China came as a surprise to
us...we expressed our earnest hope that the matter would be
settled peacefully. ...We also made clear that we had no territorial
or political ambitions in regard to Tibet and that our relations
were cultural and commercial...*.

T̂here was heated discussion in the Indian parliament, but
neither parliament nor the press or the people at that time
noted the loss of face which India had suffered on account of
these Notes.^ Some members linked the Tibetan issue with the
question of defence. Nehru seemed to agree with them but asked,
*'Bul what is defence. Most people seem to imagine that de
fence consists in large numbers of people marching up and down
with guns". He rightly pointed out that defence included the
economic capacity and industrial potential of a country, whose
balance could not be very much upset for defence requirments»
He thereby laid his finger on the real problem before India and
angrily retorted, **Some honourable Members seem to think that
I should issue an ultimatum to China, that I should warn them
not to do this or that, or that I should send them a letter saying
that it is foolish to follow the doctrine of communism. I donot
see how it is going to help anybody Regarding communist
activities in India, he promised that his government's policy had
not been tender and ''It is not going to be a tender policy*'.®

Thus, the issue was not between communism and anti-co
mmunism; it was one between a powerful China and a relatively
weak India. India could do nothing because she did not have
the strength to force her interpretation on China. Under the
circumstances, it was best to harp on her own and presume that
her opponent meant the same thing. In the meantime, an armed
insurrection had broken out in Nepal which engaged the Govern
ment of India's major attention. The Tibetan question was
1. Parliament, 6 Dec. 50, Speeches, II, pp. 174-175.

2. In \959, the Indian press recalled them e.g., the Statesman on 22 Mar,
"Unhappiness in India and other surrounding countries over Tibetan,
developments is magnified by a sense of helplessness...after the rebuff of
1950, when India was plainly told by China to mind her own business
and it was insultingly suggested that Delhi's attitude had been affected by
hostile foreign influences, it is clearly useless to expect Indianfriendship
to cause the Chinese to modify their attitude in the slightest". The
Hindustan Standard wrote on 24 Mar, ''India's protest against the
Ghin< se use of force in 'Tibet in 1950 met with a rebuj}^ from Peking and
later the Sino-Indian treaty on the'Tibet region of China was the basis
offormally unconditional acceptance of China's 'rights there .

3. Parliament, 7 Dec. 50> Speeches n, pp. 181,185.
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shelved in the United Nations,
self in Tibet.

and India let history shape it-

We donot know what advice the Indian government gave the
Tibetan delegation when its two members met the external
affairs ministry before proceeding to Peking. Asked in his press
conference on 13 March 1951, whether there had been any
change in the Chinese altitude since the exchange of Notes, Mr.
Nehru replied that the "Chinese attitude for the past quarter of
a century or more had been that Tibet was an integral part of
China". He implied thereby that he had acquiesced in the situa
tion. The agreement between the Tibetans and Chinese in May
1951 could not be to the liking of the Indian government but it
made no comments. The verbal sabre-rattling in ihe first ins
tance had brought India no benefits except the strain of embi
ttered relations with her powerful neighbour, though the Indian
ambassador reported that, by the end of 1950, "the stiffness
which had entered into our relations with China as a result of
the Tibetan controversy had by\this time totally disappeared".*
The first diplomatic exchange had heavily underlined the diffe-
rences of approach between the two countries, but the Indian
Prime Minister preferred to ignore them.

In February 1952, the Indian ambassador again gave a state
ment of the existing Indian rights in Tibet and reiterated India's
willingness to arrive at a mutually satisfactory settlement.
Premier Chou En-lai replied that there was "no difficulty in
safeguarding the economic and cultural interests of India in
Tibet"." It was a conclusive answer that the question of India
having any political rights in Tibet was closed for ever.

AN UNEASY COMPROMISE

THO GOVERNMENT OP INDIA NOW MADE A RESOLUTE ATTEMPT TO

improve its relations with China. Its atitude on the Korean
question was helpful, It consistently pleaded for China's entry
into the U.N.O. In April 1952, the Prime Minister's sister, Mrs.
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, led the first official cultural delegation
to China, to be followed by a rice agreement between China and

^ India on 26 May 1952. In September, N. Ragbavan succeeded
K.M. Pannikar as Indian ambassador to Peking and, on 12 June
1953, India agreed to serve on the Neutral Nation's Repatria
tion Commission on Korea, The foundation of a friendly
atmosphere thus laid, India opened negotiations on Tibet on 31
1. K. M. Pannikar, op. cit. p. 116.
2. Mr. Nehru disclosed this in Lok Sabha on 25 Nov 59. There may have

beenmore diplomatic exchanges on the subject which we do not know.
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December 1953. It took four months to arrive at a 'trade and
cultural intercourse' agreement (signed on 29 April 1954) to
'facilitate pilgrimage and travel' and 'promote trade and cultural
intercourse between the Tibet region of China and India.*

The agreement, valid for 8 years, allowed the three Indian
trade agencies in Tibet to cont>nue, iDut established three Chinese
agencies reciprocally at New Deihi, Calcuca and Kalimpong in
India, with equal status and privileges. It specified markets,
pJaces of pilgrimage and routes for Indo-Tibetan trade and pil
grimage, and also provided for less rigorous application ofpass
port and other regulations for bonafide traders, pilgrims, porters
and mule-drivers, and inhabitants of border districts visiting
friends and relatives. The Government of India promised to
withdraw its military escorts then stationed in Tibet and hand
over the communications and rest houses *at reasonable price.*
It was permitted to keep the land on lease, and its buildings in
Its trade agencies.'^

The negotiations had been prolonged and explanations for
delay were given in *iliness among negotiators', 'a civilised
refusal by Chinese to be hustled', 'difficulties in translation,
and the Chinese'love of exactitude'. The Chinese might have
delayed till India's role as POW custoJian in Korea was
over on 20 January 1954, but K. L. Shridharani learned
from Delhi insiders' that India, *'unable to think of Tib^^ironi iJeini insiders that India, ^'unable to think of
as an absolutely foreign country^^* wanted "facilities that
beyond the usual routine of diplomatic relations," whereas
Peking was anxious to show that "India could not inherit thetraditions left behind in Tibet by British imperialism " The

posts in India which the
justify. They "wanted a trade

i^hlt r oh^- but ^ehru succeeded in givinS
of the inH r under the direct scrutiny
^Leed fn "before the Chinese had
pr;infpH thot Indian commentators had taken ^9granted that concessions wiih respect to Indian 'Drivileges'

But the Consulate in Kashgaf
to be a closed area so that considered SinkianSrea, so that when negotiations opened, Ii^dia

' drew from TiLToTl'

Secretariat^Ne^MiifocTss^^^^ -Oocwme///^ Lok Sabba
3. -45P, 22 Feb 54,7 June 54.
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had already given up attempts for kashgar and it was not on
the agenda."^

The agreement confirmed India's complete surrender of any
claims on Tibet and was a recognition of Chma sfull sovereign
rights in that region. Implicitly, it acquiesced in the status
Tibet had accept in 1951. Yet there were optimistic commen
tators who hailed it as a great achievement.assume that what was secured in the early part of wnt^ry
bvLord Curzon's forceful diplomacy has been substantiallypreserved," wrote the we do not ^^now on
what grounds, shaming both Lord Curzon and republican
India for their respective ideologies.

Posterity may ask as to who played the April Fool buteverybody was happy at the amicable agreement reached with
a reputedly 'difficult' Peking. The Times ofIndia agreed^ that
"our rights and privileges in Tibet had become obsolete and
that India's "vital trade and cultural mleresrts were safe
guarded by putting them on a more stable basis . tne
National Herald noted that when a "new Chinese government
in Peking decided on pulling Tibet closely into the Tramework
of Chinese unity", the old autonomy under loose Chinese
suzerainty had become unworkable. **China s first moves
caused suspicions in India...an exchange of '̂otes removed
the misunderstanding", it explained (reflecting Mr. Nehru s
own wistful mood ?), and added that India relinquished facih.
ties "without any mortification or regrei because she hadmaintained them for the safety of routes at a time when Tibet
herself could not guarantee it.
taken over and can be performed by the Chinese. India s
main purpose is achieved".*

This could not be a new discovery but the seeking ofbright
elements in a bad bargain for at the same time it was being
anticipated that, with ihe Chinese firm control of Tibet, the-pattern of Indian trade with Tibet was bound to change and
dwindle. It could no longer be worked to the advantage of
Indian traders who, in the past, used to fix their own terms and
conditions. The Amrit Bazar Patnka duly recognised that,
1. Fisher & Bondurant, op. c't.
2. 1 May 54.
3. 1 May 54.

4. 1 May 54.
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with Peking taking the trade out of private hands/ the
"Indian traders compelled to deal with a monopolistic organi
sation will find themselves at a disadvantage, with the result
that the trade channels would eventually dry up".^ The
Hindu vainly hoped that the geographical position of India
would help in her necessarily continuing to serve as a source
of supply for a variety of products which Tibet needs, and as
an outlet for Tibetan exports.'^

The oppos.\V\on to Kelacu's T\bel poUc^ came (tom the
most uncompromising fighter against communism, the Praja
Socialist Party which failed to focus the issues in correct perspec
tive or suggest an alternative course due to i(s overtones of
anti-communism. "We are not sure that buffer states have
lost their utility for ever'' wailed the Vigil of Mr. J. B. Kriplani.*
M.A. Venkatrao called it a "failure to recognise the inward
needs of the situation in the strategical defence of India." This
need, he was the only one to point out, was ''a non-militarisa-
tion of the Himalayan frontiers''." The PSP called it a folly to
recognise China's authority over Tibet, which would provide
*'open dooi" for "indirect political and diplomatic infiltrationand espionage in India", It criticised the Indian government for
not consulting Nepal and Tibet, and called the agreement '̂ the
just international document to set a seal on the abolition of
Tibet s '̂itonomy-.- So it was in the sense in which India
mterpreted the word 'autonomy'. Tibet had finally ceased to bea buffer which the British had made it exactly 50 years ago.

"'r •'y Singh whoseorgan, the Organiser, also warned ofinfiltration.' The Tribune

wprovidl^elieno TihMnnTr' f i' <"<1 regulate it
2. 1 May 54.
3. 1 May 54.
4. 22 May 54

5. Mysindia, Mysore, 30 May 54.
6. Incidentally, the PSPcomoared f-. -

India accepted ihe prindole nf a n? while
also apply Ihc same prSpIc lo Kashmir, she shou d
in Kashmir told the author in 1959That wA of tlie Party
the loss of West Asian and Afri-in^ u Nassers nse had meant
ofTibet into China would mean not onlv incorporation
in Tibet but also the dumping of rh drying up of Indian trade
through the Himalayan routes wSi Indian markets
cannot tolerate". ^ a frightful possibility "we

7. 10 May 54.

*' k 1 •

^•n.iir '.im!.'' .
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said that the emergence of astrong and united China .i^^de it
impossible for the Government of India to mai^
balance ofpower which the British had left behind so inat ^ne
rpnfral Asian borders ''need be watched more attentively than
ever before".^ The Hindustan T/mej lifted its finger toward
Neoal which was "the gate through which infiltration can take
Dlace In a word, Nepal assumes special position as a bastionof democracy in this sub-continent", it concluded.^ And
Nepal was to become the scene of India's blunder diplomacy m
subsequent years. . o ^ i.

Facins parUament wuh Ihe Tibet
1954, Prime Minister Nehru lasbed out at his cnUcs wUh ins
usual fervour. "Several honourable Members have referred
to the 'melancoly chapter of Tibet'. I really donot '
he said. "What did any honourable Member of this House
expect us to do in regard to Tibet at any time ? Admonishing
the members to read the history ofTibet, Chma and British
India, he asked, "Where did we come into the picture unless
we wanted to assume the aggressive role of interfering mth
other countries and replied, " • We donot go like Don
Quixote with lance in hand against everythmg we dislike, we
put up with these things because we would be without making
any difference, only getting into trouble. It was a voice of
wisdom as much as of helplessness.

LOSS OF A BUFFER

NOW WHAT COULD INDI^HAVE DONE EXCEPT PULLING OUT
1 1 May 54.

o 2 4 May 54. .
3. LS, 3D Sep. 54, Speeches, III, p. 263 Nehru also told in 1959, 'JAU "cmds^fpYtra-territorial privileges were imposed on Tibet because iioei wdb

^La^anTtSe was the British empire. With some wiations, we
inherited these when India bccame mdependent Regardless what
happened in Tibet or China or anywhere, we could not according to our
own policy, maintain out forces in aloreign country^ even ifttee
been-no change itJ^itat -'APParent y p^es we

0 we have surrendered some pnviUge ^ . other
surrendered in Tibet were privileges we do <» have any
country in the world, Tibet or any other. .LS 30 Mar 59.

S£ShTySSS
the only thing is that wc would have qurrelled with them ana we w
have come near breaking pointwith them .
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of Tibet and formalising her relations with China thereafter ?
From all accounts, "Jt is not a debatable issue that India did
not have the military strength to push back the Chinese armies
on^ce they had started rolling into Tibet".^ Yet the same critic

accept.^ ihU re^Utv aUo savs, "To defend the independence
of Tibet with all the resources at her disposal should have been
an arpcle of faiih for the Government of India.No one
seems to know how India could have helped Tibet's march from
autonomy to independence, but virulent critics called Indian

ofTOet" Chma's advance as the Great bltoo-
reasonable to conclude now that

in JfF. in" border question which followed ^
rnm^fnCf by/a'Img into the hands of virulent anti-
dX^ nf 1- opposed the Government'spolicy of nonalignment It was never considered from the
objective viewpoint or India's national interests, or of Tibet's,
fh^ ^Coherent policy could not be followed andthe Indian government was bedevilled with the problem of areu-
ing wiih Its own conscience. If diplomacy consists in a right
the Pnvi balancing of forces for and against an objectfve,
For exam'nl^Thp^ r i" having even a clear objective.
Ch nese Kunn^^n.r between the
Senror^ Chinese Communists shows thatiiDeten (or the border question had nothing to do with
communism or its enemies. It was merely aquestion of Phinele
great nation aspirations in Tihft u- Lninese
counter steps ."o safcgVard ^
could challenge her The Indmn ^ before the Chinese
challenged the fictitious medieval conc™nt"om'- '
or soverc.gnty in Tibef all it rmHH ^ SUzerailAy
Tibetwereitsownimperialevfr f regard \o
Di ce oTr'h'- 'hi f-bet was

'"^^^efland both hv info a_ and India *^^inese republicanswtse :mo an independent rep'uMc of Tlb^et'̂ '̂ '̂̂ p".
. '' Before it became1. l^al Jain, a • «

2. ibid. ' Publishing HousCj I960, p. 42-
3» The interests of Tibet TnHia

e™r lAhl -^o P=°Pte° epSc'llT '̂='' '""-^Pendenca. ofever it the bourgeois government nfTnJ- ®Outer Mongolia How-

fafsiSf"n^ h" n or the 1^1!. Powerless to effect it>tarsight or boldness to advise theirThil ^owist Union did not have the
great power ambitions. brethren to desL from their
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a question of military strength, it was one of clarity of objectives
and of timely vigour to attain them.

If India wanted Tibet to be independent, she had to prepare
for it. If that were the Indian objective, Indian leaders coming
into the helm of affairs since June 1946 should have done some
thing to raise Tibet's status and to modernise its government
and external relations before October 1950 when the Chinese
armies entered Tibet. They even had an opportunity in 1947
when Lhasa sent a telegram to Delhi making exorbitant territo
rial claims upon India. Instead of ignoring the telegram, they
could seize it as a pretext to negotiate and enter into a new
treaty with Tibet, thus obviating the necessity of depending up
on the doubtful Simla Convention. They could wrest a new
guarantee of the Indo-Tibetan border from the Dalai's govern
ment in return for Indian support to strengthen Tibet's freedom
and defences, possibly by reforming Tibet's political structure.
China indeed should have rejected the results of such "aggre
ssive Indian diplomacy", but India would have gained another
bargaining counter in her subsequent deal with China.

In continuation with this line of thought, some one sugges
ted'that, in place of polite Notes and brave words to the Chinese
during August-November 1950, India could have sent a contin
gent to die on the other side of the Tibetan border, thus crea
ting an international crisis with its inevitable reference to the
comity of nations. An adroit mixture of Indian courage and
world opinion might have led to the emergence of a 'People's
Republic of Tibet' in place of the 'Tibet Region of the People's
Republic of China'. In the present context of Sino-Soviet dis
pute, it is evident that it could make a big difference to the pro
blem of India's border defence.

« The Indian government could do nothing of the kind
because it had no anticipation and appreciation of the nature
and magnitude of the Himalayan problem until it had lost
Tibet to the Chinese. It could not attend to the Himalayas
before Communist victory in China because it had no prevision
that, whatever the character of the Chinese government, India
would have to face the question of settling her nothern border.
All it was moved by was the threat of Chinese communism.
Again, in common with other Western governments, it was
blind to the force of the Chinese Revolution and could not anti-
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cipate its success until the U.S. Senate had written oif China.*
And when the Revolution did come, with characteristic "bour*
geois" weakness, it was numbed by its might. From the beginii"
ipg, it accepted Tibet as lost and installed on the border ques
tion as long as the going was good.

It is not advocated here that India should have initiated a
policy of brinkmanship with massive resistance to the Chinese
in Tibet, because it is a fact of history that Dalai's Tibet was
never independent and Lamaist Tibet could not continue to exist
independent and isolated in the world of today any more than
it did earlier. The condition precedent to Tibet's independence
was its modernisation and uplift with Indian, Soviet
Chinese help. The Chinese could step in where the other
two failed and nothing that India could do could have arrested
the Chinese march into Tibet in 1950. However, if the Indian
government were clear in their objectives and had pursued
them with courage and imagination from the beginning, they
might have made a better bargain out of a bad situation*
Granting Chinese suzerainty over Tibet, they could still strive
for tlie neutralisation ofthe Himalayan region and refuse to
recognise Chinese "sovereignty*' until they had obtained^
clearer guarantee about the Indo Tibetan border. If
Chmese could declare that their armies must enter Tibet
decl/rP^hpfT '̂•o° '̂ers of China, India could likewise
orderlo de?^^^^^^^ reaches of Tibet inoraer to defend the frontiers of India.

couId^noUiX^fhgovernment had known t^j' g
herem. Republican extra-territorial rigb^J

® to force an ^ the inclinationshould have forsaken it with o China/ Then
mtegrated into China, tS Tibet wase was no point in harping
1. If the Indian government had

toown by the middle of 194?intelligence thev should bay®

fate of Chiang on the mainl|nd"of 1949 and
2. Indian government's weakness in ni •

clear from, the fact that it coSd effective role in Tibetrepresentative 10 Lhasa for neatly tSL^J^^^^^Person to reptce the Britisf^
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Tibet's'autonomy*.^ The task since 1951 was the settlement
and strengthening of the border. Instead, India entered into
a fruitless war of attrition with China over the Dalali Lama's
fate in 1959.

1. The major question faced since 1911 by the Chinese—both KMT as well
Communists—was the establishment of a strong central governr^nt
which could pull all the regions of China into a unified state The
Chinese werej consequently! sensitive towards demands of regional
autonomy and could never agree that autonomy should mean semi or
quasi-independence.
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whether Nepal's defences were sufficient to withstand Chinese
^fiS^ssion, a Nepali asks whether he or the Indians would be
me first to suffer from a breakdown of theirdefence ? Evidently,
N^al must be run over by the Chinese before they could enter
India through Nepal and the Nepali denies that he would cut
nis nose to spite India. In other words, every Nepali is, tradi
tionally, more ready to defend the freedom of his country than
ne thmks Indians are and he is proud of the fact that his
country dm not lose her independence when the entire subconli-
frSr .» • ^ ^0 Western imperialism.It Nepal s independence was a fortuitous circumstance attendant
upon a failure of British arms, ingenuity or inclination, a Nepali
says, the compelling factors of georaphy'' have not changed
to his detenment. Today, ifIndia and China do not protect her
independence apinst each other in their own interests, the
situation could be saved by international action.

statement than that Nepal was drift-
to India nr China to the point ofbecoming inimical
Indian? HrJim the extent of embracing communism, unless
cannot enfer an^^ communisni
native suonnrf without some measure of
parliamemarv Nepal donot support even 3
would consider thiq communism. While we
clear to us that if the NepaHK'" of
communism, it would Ka.! chose the way 0^stop them from goinn Reri au arms and ingenuity to
country from choosing thV anxiety to stop
professions of neutrality and runs counter to our.,,Needw.,oi.to2
^rand should follow a
the scope of thit "free become a knigW'
merits, but wefflav^ discuss
be preoccuDied luiti, bv ih<. and J'sout of ow keen dl dan
the sanity of ou? wnrM'°''®°"'onhe^M°is not a war aeain^f fight war that threatens
what is good for us k"'''' '=°"Jm«nisffl"'̂ w
Then ranuAi " Sood for nfh! • ajso believe that
war nut nF ih ^ ^ for th^-® similar siluatioD-war out of their small country to keep the cold
and economic systems ? By crfnli'' •"'y '"'o opposing social
sphere whose freeedom or stab'lhvlr"'?. o"--
not only expose ourselyes to the concern, we

S of incipient imperialisCi
22
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but also take upon overselves the burdens which we cannot
shoulder. With our hands full with the defence of our own
border and the problems ofeconomic development, and singieng
with linguistic discords that disturb our emotional integration,
why must we add unfounded fears to our responsibilities ? We
have a large subcontinent to manage and there is no doubt that
the countries of far and near would follow our lead when we
have made a good job of defending and governing ourselves.
India is not economically or militarily in a position to take
over and face Nepal's problems.

What is the problem of Indians defence ? After wrestling
with this problem for the last many years and especially mthe
last one year, we should be more realistic mour appraisal of
the situation. If a large-scale Chinese invasion of India was ever
possible, it should be less feared now because the Chinese have
once tried and failed in the attempt. For one reason that it can-
notbe attempted without exploding a world war for which the
Soviet Union is wholly unwilling. For another, that the element
ofsurprise shull never again enter the Sino-Indian war and it
must be a long and drawn-out affair. We are already on ourguard against a nibbling ofour territory and have realised that
we have to build ourdefence potential. Building of roads and
checkposts over our far-flung border, and building the morale
of the people inhabiting the border regions, is the steady task
which we should be pursuing, and must more vigorously pursue
in the coming years. More than that, we must build our defence
industries and quickly increase production on a war-footing.
The solution of the defencc problem lies withm our Jrontiers,
in the hands of our own people and government, and not m

^ bullying the neighbours that lie between us and communist
China.

Indian policy towards Nepal has suffered from the beginning
from this preliminary, ill-founded notion that defence of Nepal
was apart of Indian defence and that, as a corollary, the defence
of Nepal was India's responsibility. Our solicitiousness was
resented because it smacked of the White Man's burden, because

« it is proved that an altitude of big brotherliness provokes
•ungrateful' resistance among the people it claims to serve.
What is surprising is that while we resent the same attitudes in
the West, we have displayed them in our relations with our own
smaller neighbours.

FORWARD SCHOOL

THE FAULT AROSE OUT OF OUR UNCRITICAL ACCEPTANCE OF
the "forward" school ofdefence which the British advocated
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ment, trade and cultural exchange, and voluntary aid for
defence. They are not hotbeds of communism and their rulers'
interests lie in better relationship with India, subject to the
discretion of not inviting the ire of their northern neighbour.
They need Indian capital investment in their future industries,
and Indian technical assistance. They want us to support them
to enhance their stability, and not to have a doctrinaire approach
to their problems to serve an ideology. In their smooth growth
to economic viability, in the emergence of an educated and
enlightened class among their peoples, in their closer intergra-
tion with the plains below by means of better means of commu
nication, lies the improvement of their friendly relations with
India, and incidentally, the possibility of their becoming willing
bulwarks of India's defence. Any other policy of pressure or
coercion is bound to recoil upon us, for we shall as surely be
driving them over to the Chinese as they wish to escape this
contingency today.

It must also be remembered that the Himalayan states of
Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim are not buffer states between India
and China in the proper sense of the term, since they donot
cover the entire range of China-India border. China can invade
India, without violating their integrity and while professing love
for them as events have shown, which buttresses their desire to
"keep out" of any Sino-Indian conflict. Only Tibet as a buffer
could satisfy India's wish to keep the Chinese frontier at a safe
distance but that was not to be. Consequently, India must build
the defence on her own border with China first, before she
assumes the responsibility of defending the northern borders of
these Himalayan states.

Geography cannot be denied and it would be futile for the
Nepalis to refute that Nepal is, in a limited sense, a buffer stat®
sandwiched between two larger neighbours. When they protest
apmsi the use of \hc word "buffer", ihey are more sentimental

?v^nn?hp^na r Ak amenable to reason
ir • if u people are keenly aware of the difficulties inherent in the situation of their land-logged country. A

realistic way to get out of them is even dictated in their latest
pronouncements "The problem of As?a arpresent i pJomi-
nantly econom.e says a pamphlet published by the Nepal
Government, which continues to say that the failure of parlia
mentary democracy m many Asian countries was a natural and
jncvitable result of seekmg to provide a predominantly political
solution toa predommantly economic probleta." What NepaJ
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needs today, it concludes, is "pre-eminently development
politics" and her goal is "a viable economy .

Whether we agree with this analysis of their national situation
or not what is important for us is to understand their analyse
since we do not deny them the right of choice. 1° Pf "
may be pointed out that aproper study of the ^^^sons that led
to the failure of parliamentary democracy in large of Asi
and Africa has yet to be made before we Pass our
upon this phenomenon. Where Nepal cfn be
seems to be on the right point. Her political stability can be
achieved only as a"product of stable and strong economy ^
mav cease to be a 'buffer' when she has acquired economic
strength, like Switzerland,' and when has opened up her
trade with countries other than China and India. Fortherest^she must depend upon the native shrewdness of all Pfopleswho
have to coexist with stronger neighbours. If the boutn
forbears them with its claims _of special i^tere^s, those
will always be rebutted by an equal claim of the North.
If we call this playing one agamst the other, we to accepit as the normal mode of self-defence m divided ^
It may be as distasteful to us as having to ^S^t gravitation
when^ve want to soar into space, but our 'nd.vidual and
national lives acquire their firmness on the ground thanks to
this benevolent force ofgravitating self-interest. If the strong
nations of the world were to form an axis to suppress the weak,
wh^would the poorer ones be? Unless the thieves sometime
fall out among themselves, this would be ahellish world to live.

The best India can do is to help Nepali defence as an
when the Nepalis demand it, and where we are not content
with the guarantees of our defence, fill m
side of the border. If geography compels, ^ ^he
natural barrier between India and Nepal, we f
Indo-Nepal border the same way as we theour international border. We may establish ^heApoand
defence installations and carefully

, outgoing men and goods. That could give us a greater sense
1. Panchayat Democracyfor NaliomI Prosperity, Press Secretariat, Royal

Palace, Kathmandu, May 1962.

ing. His Majesty's Government, Kaihmandu, 1962. , . .
Sfa^„l'bitl?„^.l?e';reTNlpa!'rpa.S^ inlo a
Switzerland of Asia.

4. Hence, the attempt to open trade relations with Pakistan.
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of security, as also reduce the smuggling of goods or arms
which form a perpetual source of dispute between the two
countries. At the present juncture, Nepal Government might
welcome this step rather than consider it unfriendly.

In thisconnection, it is essential to sound a warning that
our international relations are liable to be cramped if we start
judging every country at the touchstone of her support or
^utrality in our present border dispute or even war with
China. In world politics, it is too much for us to expect that
another country would pull our chestnuts out of fire, or that
she would model her own diplomatic relations with any
country with our moods and fancies in view, not even in
gratefulness to what we might do for her benefit. Again, the
parallel between India and U.S.A. is clear ; acceptance of aid
without strings is the name we have given to the inability of
the recipient to do a good turn in return to the giver. If you
do render aid, you do so in your own "enlightened self-
interest" and you thereby protect your own "way of life'*
against uglyencroachements. A bit of charity is tonic for the
troubled soul of the wealthy.

preliminary to our study ofIndo-Nepah relations, we must look at the Nepali viewpoint
i-egarfs to our handling of ,he Tibetan and border

nT '• never consultedNepal, or even informed her, before she made in 1950
(what they say) the great "land-giff of Tibet to China n^r when
she formalised Chinese occupation of Tibet in 1954 If theNepal Government were consulted in 1950 in Ji u u'r#v
they may not have advocated a Dolicv rvF ma • probability,China, nor was India bound massive resistance to
rendered. But thepresent dau M such advice, when
then, that the responsibility of Josinfosjng Tibet lay square/y upon

rest (as Tibet was a matter ofcn' ^^atters ofcommon iote-
and Nepal) is not merely to avoirl^i?" fo both_ India
becomes a test ofour friendshin sentiments. Af times Jtto respect the other's sovereignty "In in m
feels that India did not treat tVepaUs an p case, the Nepal

c?agrin.'̂ '''"' prior consultation with^Mh"
28
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The Nepali argument in this regard strength from
yet another incident which followed the ' ^hou
Tibet. In September 1951, the Chmese Prime Minis er Chou
En-lai, invited a tripartite conference between China, ^.a
Nepal to discuss the common jo
isTiOted th\s suogeslvon, presumably, without refering it
Nepal. ^ One fails to see why the Indian
garded a tripartite conference in 1951, when Nepal would
Unquestionably have stood with India, unless it was nursing a
fond hope that Nepal could be kept 'solated fiom China in
times to come. Instead of restricting the conference to thes
three countries, the Government of India ™
fnHrfTpH it« «;coDe bv inviting many more countries to tne
propfsed roundaw'e, including USSR and Pakistan, and aiming
at the "neutralisation" of the Himalayan region.

When a history ofIndian diplomacy comes to be written,
it will be recorded that India's Himalayan pohcy
bold nor imaginative, neither militant nor idealistic. ^ne
approach needed an assertion of India s
actualities of the preceding half a century, even thoug „ . . ,
a reference to the expansive but unifying role of British
imperialism on the Indian sub-continent; the other required a
clean break from the ninteenth century diplomacy with a clear
enuciation of the right of self-determination for all the
Himalayan peoples, from Tibet to Sikkim, and a demand from
China to guarantee their neutrality. On the latter Proposal,
India could have derived support from
the Himalayas, because each would have liUle to lose much

, to gain. The tranquility and stability of the Himalayan region
was aboon which should have b^en pized more than our
dubitable advantages in Bhutan or Kashmir.

If such a solution was to be thought of by a bold and
imaginative foreign minister, the proposals in the Himala3'an
Conference would probably have boiled down to an

« dent Tibet together with independent Bhutan and Sikki .
It is immaterial whether such a conference could ^e
all, or would have been to no purpose, for India wWch
generated a friendly force among the Himalayan states whic
could be the surest bulwark of her defence from Chinese
I. Nehru disclosed in ambVsSoS^°a"df"The

had, in an informal a matter ot common
question of stabilisation . u . u by discu-interest to India, Nepal and China ^and It could best be aone oy
ssions between the three countries.
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etLCcoacinneats, while if she had succeeded, the independence
of Kashmir would have been a smali price paid for the
independence of Tibet and for our lasting friendship with
Pakistan.

mmhi iNSmUlE Of TtBETOLOG^
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CHAPTER THREE

Pasupati and Manjusri
r lo A PART OF THE INDIAN SUB-GEOGRAPHICALLY, 90 miles wide, is lost to a

continent and its narrow between the Great and Lesser
casual observer on drains all her waters brought to
Himalayas, ^he sacred G^ga redon sacred to ait by her numerous rivers, makg ofthe
Hindu as agift of Pasupatinatha C I Muslim
pure waters mythically Neoal became a hinterland for
invasions of the eleventh JJ' . by their conquests.small chieftains who were driven Dev from
Thus, in the fourteenth century went n ^^trahmmsTirhut to found his kingdom and to
who spread their . :« the seventeenth century, stray
codify their laws. Thus aga against the mighty
Rajput clans, unable to hold their own to
Mughals. wandered into ° dynasty which rules
conquer the whole ofProvidence {Visnu)
her to this day as a representative ot trov

Earlier, Buddhism hadlcome to the ^ary zeal of ihe early Indmn B^^ influence,
ings ifnot the arms of the Great connect themselves,
iUmtrious families of of India Thegenuinely or fictitiously, to ^ Licc/wvis and claimedrulers of first century Nepal were cai
to come from the ^ dynasties, not content
Buddha; and so did the 1®'" «wanting to equalise them-
with their suspicious xhe brahmin always knew
selves with the princes of : old stump, even
how to graft an extrinsic branch u^ doubtful to sustainthough the holy genealogjes^eft by h.m ^ become
their claims, and by his ettoris,
brahminised in times to come.

Buddhism is initially anIndian religion
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It is in the above sense that the best historian of Nepal
called her history a prelude to the history of India. "Nepal is
India in the course of her making" he wrote, "on a territory as
conveniently restricted as a laboratory: an observer can easily
encompass the chain of facts which modern India has drawn
from primitive India. He understands by what means a hand
ful of Aryans, carried by an adventurous march into the Punjab,
and come in conlect wiih a multitude of barbarians, managed
to subjugate her, frame her, make her docile, organise her and
propagate her dialect." Nepal under the L/cc//av/5 was spiri
tually an extension of Indian Buddhism: Nepal under tha Mallas,
of Indian Brahminism. The Gurkha conquest completed her
annexation, as it were, to brahminic India.^

Nevertheless, "the Nepalis, though they imitated India, wel
comed the brahminic pantheon and relegated to it their own
stone, fetish and image, sheltered Indian pilgrims, merchants,
quacks, beggars, adventurers and vagabonds, and swallowed
with simple credulity (common to all hills folk) their tales and
miracles, they never pledged their independence to any one be
yond their borders". Nor did they allow the British rulers of
India to annex Nepal to their empire, becase by that time they
had learnt the Japanese lesson that Europe's entry into their land
in any garb spelled disaster to their freedom. "First the bible,
then the trading stations, then canons" had also become a
Nepali proverb. The first Gurkha ruler, Prithvi Narain Shaha,
who is said to have profited by British training and firearms to
make his conquests, nevertheless, expelled all Christian missiona
ries from the Nepali soil.

UNDER THE SHADOW

during NEPAL'S WAR WITH TIBET-CHINA IN 1791-2, mc
British compelled her to a trade pact and sent a military mission
to help, but the Nepalis preferred to conclude a hasty peace
with China and sent the British mission packing back in three
weeks. In 1814-16, however, the British defeated Nepal in a
war, forced her to cede a part of her territory-^Sikkim and
D^rjechng m the east and Kumaon, Garhwal and Simla in the
west—and admita British resident in Kathmandu. After 1829,
when a furious struggle for power raged among the Nepali
cobles, they consolidated their foothold, which became perma-
nant after the ^^ana prime ministers usurped power in 1846«
I. Sylvain Levi, L' Nepal, frorn the English translation in typescript (unpt'l''

lished), available at the Indian Council of World Affairs Library, NeW
Delhi.
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The trend of linking up Nepal's interests with those of the
British in India started whh Jung Bahadur Rana m that year.
With Tibet equally dominated t)y British power, Nepal was
sealed on both sides and she came under the (British) Jnajan
sphere of influence. "Although Nepal did not form part of tjie
Asia-wide empire of Great Britain, she was well withm her
shadow".^'

Not that the British would not have liked to conquer Nepal
and annex her to their Crown. There were many British vice
roys in Calcutta, and secretaries of state in
cated a forward policy and saw in the conquest of Nepal a road
opening out to central Asia and Tibet where by ®
of the twemieth century they were afraid of growing Russian
influence. But the very fear of Russian '"terve'itionm Tibet
forbade them any advance mNepal. g.*
repeat their painful experience of two Nepali operations, espe
cially when they found the Rana rulers docile enough to sub
serve British interests.

It is true that the British resident was never allowed such
authority or control as exercised by his
states, and he was not permitted to move o"' o advisory role
in Kathmandu, He did not even assume that advisory rol
which various British agents played mLhasa In 1920,^^^^
status was changed to an Envoy and in 1934, he became a mm
ister plenipotentiary in a British legation But it canno^^^^^^^
denied too that the Rana rulers P '̂̂ ^ased safety for their
ted autarchy and unlimited right to exploit their p P .
letting the British manage their external rela ons and forei^

cracy".^ "The Ranas were safe mNepal so
were safe in Delhi".'̂ It was only in June 1 ^a.i,„nndu was
were leaving India that the British legation hands off
raised to the status of an Embassy, signifying their hands on

Policy, Vcpt. of Publicity,

cr,.,

3. Dept. of PubUcity,
Kathmandu.
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CHtLDREN OF MANJUSRI

DESPITE THIS LONG ASSOCIATION WITH INDIA, HOWEVER,
Nepal never became her cultural ofTshoot, the reason being that
she was as much in contact with the north as with the south.
For [ndia, China was a 'distant neighbour'; for Nepal, she wai
always within striking distance and Nepal iiad continuous con
course with her in peace and war. The Himalayas were not
effective barriers to its own peoples, even when they did not
possess the resources of modern science and industry. The
Nepalis and Tibetans, Afghans or Kashmiris, had made war
upon each other and constantly taken their arms, commercial
and cultural traffic up and down the difficult passes between
India. Tibet and Sinkiang. So Nepal's pictures of mythical age
emerge from China : the first legendary god to thrust his spear
into the rocks and let out the captive waters which released the
valley of Kaihmandu was Manjusri, a Chinese god.^

As far back as the eighth century, the first Tibetan King,
Tsrong Tsang Gampo carried Bhrikuti, a Nepali princess, who
spread Buddhism and Nepali art in Tibet. In the last quarter
of the thirteenth century, a master-architect, sculptor and pain
ter, named Anika, went from Nepal, to be called Min Hui at
the court of Kublai Khan, »vhere he introduced the pagoda
style of architecture. Id 1271 A. D., he built the Great white
Dagoba in the Miaoying monastry near Peking which attracts
visitors to this day. Nepali Buddhism in the east and on the
high mountains follows lamaism, and mountain-dwellers—
sherpas, limbiis and look to the north for trade, culture,
religion and inspiration. The native population is of mongo-
loid stock. On the whole, the Himalayan region has so diffe
rent a terrain and climate from the rest of the Indian subconti
nent that conditions of life and culture of its peoples are bound
to be fundamentally different from tftose of Indians.

Nepal fought two wars with Tibet, one in 1790-92 and the
other in 1856 as a result of which Tibet became Nepal's over
lord for half a century. The kingdom of Nepal sent mission to
Peking every five years until the overthrow of the Manchu
dynasty^ carried free merchandise ihroueh its own
trade emporm in Ubet. King Prithvi Narain Shaha expei/ed
the Capuchm monks who were refugees from Tibet, having been
thrown out ofthat country, The Nepali Prime Minister Bhim

1. The Chinese Emperor was considered an embodiment of Manjusri and
technically, Nepal was a vassal of China for sometime, though Chioa
never exercised any practical authority over Nepal.

2. The last Nepali mission was sent in 1908.
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Sen Thapa appealed to the Imperial court in Peking in 1816
to help him fight the British. In a hundred years of Rana rule
however, Nepal was completely cut off from China and con
tacts of all sorts, physical, cultural, economic or political were
withheld. " The imperialist forces were too shrewd; the feudal
elements, too self-seeking and un-nat'onal".'

This is again not to say that the Nepalis are a cultural off
shoot of Tibet or China. Having borrowed extensively from
both China and India, in the elements of her civilisation, as in
her man-power, Nepal developed a unique culture of her own
which made her, in the words of a former prime minister of the
country, "a cord of friendship between India and China".*
Her influx of races foreign to India was so softened by brahmi-
nic penetraiion that an Indian never felt an alien spirit among
the Nepali people while he discovered innumerable traits,
customs and conventions identical to his own. Nepal cooked
the Tibetan and Indian elements well in her own laboratory to
evolve her ownsynthesis quite early.

To take an example, in Nepal unlike India, Brahminism and
Buddhism were never in combat; they developed side by side
in relative peace and mutual give and take to the extent that it
is hard to distinguish a Nepali Hindu from a Nepali Biddhist.
If one hill in Kathmandu is consecrated to the Buddhist
^^vayambhu, the other is dedicated to Pasupotinatha or
^arayana. Chinese (or Nepali ?) type pagodas shelter Hindu
gods and rich carvings on Buddhist temples remind one of
Hindu temples in India.
. Nepali art has its own harmony and its own rhythm which
'S a direct expression of their own sensibility, ^It was not
captured by society for biological ends. Like the Chinese it has
comtantly recognised the spiritual function ofart; like the
Indian, it is self-contained and bound up with her religious
Mythology. The Nepali artist felt free to weave an unending
texture of innumerable plastic forms over the surfaces of
temple in wood or metal. His fantastic ind sometimes mons
trous inventions wander unchecked by physical barriers across
the northern Himalayas. To this day, much of the metal work
in Tibet is carried out by Nepali craftsmen.

Thus, to conclude, Nepal is a cultural entity distinguished
from her neighbours, though she has amply borrowed trora
both of them. She has more in common with India than witn

1- Tuladhar, op.c/r.
2- Tanka Prasad Acharya, quoted by B. R- Misra, 'Nepal and India-China

Differences', Echo weekly, Kathmandu, 10 Sep 59.
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country can have intimate relationship with Nepal as ours is.
We would like every other country to appreciate the iniimate
geographical and cultural relationship that exists between India
and NepaV*.^ According to a columnist, theic last words were
a warning (0 the British Government reinforced by the unex
pected support which India received from Washington.''

The Nepalis were decidedly not of the same opinion
regarding their '̂intimate relationship" wiih India. The Indian
Prime Minister's illusion was probably nursed by the role he
was then playing in bringing the Nepali King and Prime
Minister together. For in the meantime a 'liberation* move-
pient against the Rana rule had taken to arms with the bless
ings of the hitherto captive King Tiibhuvan. It was led by the
Nepali Congress which had emerged in j950 as a united front
of nationalist forces. As King Tribhuvan took asylum ii the
Indian Embassy on 6 November 1950, later to be flown to
New Delhi by the Indian government, the Nepali insurgents
began their march from the Indian border, captured the Tarai
and threatened to bomb Kathmandu. The Nepal Government
accused India of allowing the rebels to operate from the Indian
soil and of interfering in Nepal's internal affairs, but th®
Indian government stood by its recognition of King Tribhuvari
(in India) as the supreme head of the state. When Nepali
insurgents failed to capture Kathmandu, and were driven back,
negotitions opened between the Nepal and India governraeJilS'

OPPORTUNITY AND COMPLUSION

_IN FACT, THE **DRAMATIC MOVE ON THE PART OF KlN^
Tribhuvan and the insurrection which followed it were botn
an opportuniiy and a compulsion for the Government of
to take a firm stand on the question of democratisation of }
Nepalese regime."^ The weakness of the rebels and the iso
lation of the Nepali people was apparent from the fact that t
rebellion nearly collapsed in two weeks, despite the handicap
imposed by India upon the Rana Government that it could
use Indian territory for movement of its troops Nehru advise^
the Nepal Government a middle way • to call an elected

Parliament, 6Dec 50, Speeches 11, PP
2. Jain, op. cit., p. 23.
3. ibidf p. 19
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Tribhuvan was accepted as an effective sovereign committed to
a constitutional monarchy. Immediate formation of an
interim cabinet on the basis of parity between Ranas and
popular representatives and elections by 1952 were also agreed
upon.

The above settlement was rejected by all the political parties
of Nepal as falling short of a "complete transfer of power" to
the people/ So the negotiations dragged on for another
month between the representatives of the Nepali Congress and
Rana Government, in the presence of the Indian Ambassador
to Nepal, King Tribhuvan and the Indian Prime Minister.
Ultimately, the Nepali Congress was persuaded to call off its
operations and share fifty-fifty power whh the Ranas in an
interim government. King Tribhuvan returned to Kathmandu
on 15 February 1951. Three days later the interim govern
ment was sworn in.

Thus began a new chapter in the history of Nepal which
ended its medieval isolation and brought it to stand in the
whirlpool of modern life. It was called a nationalist and demo
cratic revolution of the first order at that time and so it seemed,
but there were sharp observers even then who realised that
logically, '*what took place in Nepal was not a revolution".®
It was not the first time in history that the interests of a King
had collided with those of feudalism and the king had fought
feudalism with the help of the people. The only difference
between what happened in Nepal and similar episodes in world
history was that the denoument had taken place in the second
half of the twentieth century, that the Nepali leaders whohit the
public eye were educated in modern schools of socialism and
democracy, and that the ailing King, outside his realm, was
aided in his counsels by a modern democratic government.
Hence, the trappings of modern verbiage and the tremendous
hopes aroused in India To the simple and illiterate people
of Nepal, inhabiting the different parts of His Majesty's
Diountainous realm, who were cut off from each other
and from the world for want of means of transport and
communcation, the King had always possessed a divine
right to rule the land of Pasupatinatba, a right which he had
asserted at hispleasure once again to earn the title of the
^'Father of the Nation".

I- M. p. Koirala,Nepali Congress leader, described it on 10Jan 51 in one
word as "disillusionment". Quoted by K. P. Karunakaran, India in
World Affairs, (1950-53)^ Oxford, pp 195.

2. Jain, op. cit., p. 30.
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The veteran nationalist leader, Mr. Tanka Prasad Acharya,
released from prison after thj Revolution, could not be wooed
by the Nepali Congress leaders either and he revived his owo
Praja Parishad.

The people of Nepal did not count. If at all, they heard ^
some rumblings in the suburbs of the capital, or in the marshes |
adjoining the Indian border, and they rejoiced in a changei
because they wanted, first and foremost, a rule of law wherein
their life and property was no more invaded by arbitrary aoOi
rapacious nobles. As they loved and worshipped their King>
they were shocked to know that all these years His Majesty hao
rot been ruling at all over their hills and vales and that ne
was held in check by a usurper's rule of the sword.
wonder then that they had suffered so much ! They
nursed the hope that Restoration may bring some land reforniSj
some opportunity of education and employment to their grow*
ing children, and some more contact with the world beyond
their forests and the mountains. They knew little about dcraO'
cracy and cared iess.

There had been no agricultural revoluiion in Nepal.
restoration of monarchy was neither the result nor the cause p
such a revolution. So tiiere was no large-scale capita '̂̂ ,
farming, no prosperous peasantry, no landless labour |
certainly no proletariat or working class. There was not eve ,
a floating population of unemployeds in the towns or country :
side as all "vagabonds" and deserter "villeins" trekked to 1^0^^
to become sentries in Indian business houses or soldiers in
army. There had been no industrial or even a
revolution in the country. We know that in the absence
waterways, rails, roads or communications, overland 5.
are hazardous, freights high and risks of trade
Consequently, internal markets are small and primitive *
foreign trade restricted to luxury goods.

There are few statistics of any kind available in
today. So an appraisal of her economy or class
can not be made with scientific accuracy, but the only ri '̂̂ ^
in Nepal with some accumulated wealth has been the . jy
nobility which invested its'capital'in cash and stocks
it wat-'fhe nobiHiv'̂ " !• reasonable to assume t ^
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in course of time grew strong enough to demand some elbow
room to become more respectable and grow richer. It resented
the curbs imposed by arbitrary Rana and monopolies exercised
by the ruling clique and its courtiers and hangers-on. To this
extent the nobility became 'progressive' but a partially (or
mainly) feudal and partially urban propertied class of merchants
could not take the place of an entrepreneurial middle class
which "enlivens democracy," just as the non-working classes
could not listen to the call of international socialism which
Mr. B. P. Koirala claimed to represent. In addition, there was
no civil service and no national consciousness as distinct from
tribal loyalties. Whatever national cohesiveness the country
possessed was symbolised in the person of the King.

monarchical revolution.

BY THEMSELVES THE NEPALI REVOLUATIONARIES IN EXILE
could have achieved precious little in 1951, but the support
lent them by the monarchy and 'left' nobility converted them
into a viable force capable of fighting for, if not of winning,
power. It robbed them, however, of sentimental patriotism
and genuine idealism which must characterise all rebels in their
initial stages, nobility injected its own experience of palace
intiigue and nianouvre? into the national movement which
needed self-sacrificing pursuit of the cause for at least a decade
to come. The revolutionaries, in fact, ceased to be revolu
tionaries even before they formed the government. They were
nierely politicians hoping for a new dawn in their country,
once a new dawn had appeared on the Indian subcontinent.

The new pattern of power, therefore, was an uneasy compro
mise between the Rana feudal elements and the educated gentry.
Subsequent events proved more poignantly that the poJincai
leaders were not in touch with the solid reality of their inacce
ssible country, save what they saw in Kathmandu, wnere an
modern education and political and economic power was con
centrated. During the next one decade too, political parties
and leaders made little attempt to establish their l}vmg contact
with the immense backlog ofhuman mass which mhabi e
mountain fastnesses of the sparsely populated countryside, ana
to exercise an educative influence upon them. This inert mass
Would, in the years to come, refuse to throw its weight on either
side, while governments may come and go m the nations
capital.

Xntelligent political observers in Nepal as well as in- India
uid teaVi&e ea.tly that had b&en pushed into oU
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experiment fot which it was ill-prepared"/ The feudal nol^l?
henceforth was to be arraigned against agrarian reforms, l
educated gentry which clamoured for recognition, and had
with democracy, now swelled the ranks of courtiers to the Ki
who held the balance between them and the feudal elements, f
the same reason, and also because no political party in thepo
insurrection period possessed any organised following
out the kingdom, politicians too depended upon intrigue
manouvre to rise to power. The revolution was a faj| >
'̂inasmuch as it could" not wholly liquidate 'court ^

Court politics, whether it was practised within the palace w^
or beyond, could not give form to the feelings of the peopi®*

Truly, the Nepali Congress and its leaders had been

Ofi'a/J/sa£ion and Us leaders as soon as
Q( ^ What'

the police and the administrative the
happened was that "For the first time since . ^^ponslb^^
of Ministers was in theory as well as in
the King"^ As was to be expected during ogle for P'̂ .J
political parties grew like mushrooms, a att^^
broke out among the Nepali Congress sacrifi^®' iH
wealth and power too quick and at too httie ^^.^^ fai .
mutual rivalries took the form of mutual j !
than solid political work to rally the masses beni • ^^j|,,

To sum up, the Nepali democratic of
from within. Despite its ambitions and pro'̂ ^ toiH"^
cracy, it had no base among the peasantry or tne \)0
Its support among the nobility and middle classe
to prove chimerical as it was opportunistic, wniie yQiutJ? j
and divided the movement. It could not evolve a
democratic programme because of its aiiiance 'j

Pl™°°archy returned as a powerful
tion halw i aiid stability as

inception. The NcP SlO^
Y aiid u failed to and Tepub\\caii^ ,oralk front ofaij the ^ Vn say ll

this was necessarv mm eJeme/jis. NeedJess ^^^cessary m^epa/ for aJong time to come

2. Thap° Vista^BtndTu "^nZ •• ad ^""'1
Dept. of Publications R Guidance, Its Orig'f^ ^ 1

3. Jain. c/V., nn 30 i K^thmandu, 1961.y "-.pp. jU,8;emDhasi<:r.^^.^
®oiphasis added.
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of democracy dear to the nationalist-socialist leaders was to
achieved.

be

It is interesting to compare the situation in Nepal in 1951
with the rise of Tudor absolutism in England. According to a
writer, "Henry VII, founder to the new monarchy was in the
fullest sense a symbolic figure. Winning his kingdom by force
of arms he consolidated it by the homespun qualities of thrift,
cunning, diplomacy and double-dealing. The relative strength
of the Crown and the nobility had been greatly altered to the
advantage of the former, Henry had the support of the mer
chants, the clothiers, the town artisans, of all those who valued
security and feared above all things the resumption of civil war.
It is important to note that thissupport came from what we
may begin to call the rural bourgeoisie as well as from the
fniddle classes in the towns. With this support Henry was able
to go loTward steadWy to destioy evei'y possibWity of opposi
tion and to lay the foundations of a despotism that was to last
a century. The Tudor monarchy rested on the fact that the
bourgeoisie—the merchant classes of the towns and the more
progressive of the lesser gentry in the country—was strong
enough in the sixteenth century to keep in power any Govern-
nient that promised them the elbow room to grow rich, but not
strong enough to desire direct political power . Though relying
on the bourgeoisie as their main supporters the Tudors made
little use of Parliament..'" In Elizabethan settlement
Protestantism assumed the form most compatible with the
monarchy and with the system of local government created by
the Tudors. Many of the nobles, observing how profitable
Protestantism in England had been for their class, joined the
party of the reformers.'' In Nepal, nobles found it convenient
to be constitutional monarchists or republicans.

STAPLE DIET

CONTRARY TO THF WISHES OF THF INDIAN PEOPLE, WISHES
which *• f* 1 • i . 4Uawhich were fondly transformed into expectations, the abortive
xevolution forebode no good to India or to Indo-Nepali rela
tions. The Indian people and government, by aiding the
Nepali rebels and King Tribhuvan, had created inveterate foes
among the Rana nobles who owned huge fortunes not only in
Nepal but also in property and cash in India and England.
The revolution did not end their political power, nor did it
touch their economic power. Very soon the Rana elements

Morton, A.L.,People's History of England, Lawrence and Wishart,
London, 1951, pp 177-78.
Ibid, pp. 196-7.
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